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Are the Principal and faculty easily accessible to you in the college?

180 responses

Do you think the Support Staff in college is supportive and co-operative?

180 responses

Is overall cleanliness in the campus is satisfactory?

180 responses
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Is the canteen facility is up to the expectation with respect to quality,
hygiene and cost?

180 responses

Is the parking facility in the college is safe and sufficient?

180 responses

How will you rate the facility of Drinking water in college?

180 responses

Are you satisfied with the amenities available in the Common Rooms?

180 responses
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How do you rate the Overall facility in Library with respect to access,
books, journals, periodicals, book bank, sitting arrangement, internet?

180 responses

Are you satisfied with internet facility in the college?

180 responses

Whether the Sick Room and First-Aid facility is available in college?

180 responses

Are your Grievances resolved satisfactorily and in timely manner?

180 responses
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How do you rate the co-curricular and extra-curricular (sport/cultural)
activities conducted in the college?

180 responses

Does the institute made enough efforts for the following:
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Any Suggestions for overall development of college:-

180 responses

No

.

.

Nothing

The clearance fees is alot, it should be deducted in form or fees as fees is also high, its not
actually affordable. Paying 1.56L rs, then paying 1900 rs as examination fees, then this 800-
900 rs every year for clearence is not affordable. Also there should be cooling facility in the
classrooms as its getting too hot these days.

Good

No

no

-

Good

Amount of books present in college according to the subject are very less

The Water Supply for drinking should be adequate and potable and need internet connection
for better smart learning activity

......

Sports should be organised more often. Canteen services not so good. Atleast a machine like
cooler should be used in summers as it becomes suffocating to sit in the class rooms due to
high temperatures in summer!

..

Better canteen and more frequent seminars for Career guidance

.

Less book in library

College should pre determine the dates of holidays so that students living outside, going by
train can pre book their tickets...

There is a good scope for the improvement when it comes to class room as we have to switch
class with 2nd and final year students as our class lack projector in working condition and
there are no curtain making it practically impossible to see what's shown on presentation from
a distance of 8 ft plus ....ducting can be added to provide better cooling system as fans are not
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sufficient. collar mic should be provided with speakers as some faculty are not audible till last
bench

Need a permanent clsroom

1) Need well non teaching staff they are aggressive in nature
2) no internet facility available in the college
3) no proper canteen available

Better classrooms

During summer please coolers or any other cooling machine will be provided so that we will
tolerate the summer season

Water supply should be proper in toilet and it should be clean

Un necessary fines are not to be taken

Water is not available many a times in the washrooms and Drinking water is also not available
other than canteen

No.

More books for 6th sem needed

No suggestions

No Comments

Overall good but water supply should be checked and internet connectivity is not good

1) No. Of books in the library is very limited and are in very bad conditions (tored, unbinded,old
edition etc) , the due date of the returning or reissuing the books should be extended. (As the
books are very heavy and we have to bring them college in every 10 days just to renew them )

2) in the college premises , the college should provide the access of internet

3) the unnecessary fine is added in the total fine , which should not be added as in the fees we
already pay for the lab. Charges , so it should not be added.

4) in the cology lab the printing pages should be provided along with the access to the internet,
we always connect our wifi with the computer to perform the experiments which should not be
happening.

5) due to the lack of smart classes / projectors we switch the classes from 2nd to 4th and 3rd
yr everyday so it should be sincerely looked after.

6) the collar mic facility should be given in each classroom as the voice of the faculty can be
heard till the last benchers also.

7) ducting facility should be considered in the auditorium and even in the classes too as the
fans are not sufficient.

8) career oriented sessions and entrepreneur development sessions should be arranged on the
monthly basis or the interaction with the successful seniors should also be taken to guide us
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for our better future.

9)few faculties are baised and their treatment/behaviour except toppers, with the avg. And the
weak student is very rough and bad .

10) being a pharmacy students we don't get the Porsche of the extra curricular activities and
the platform to showcase our talent ( except gathering) so it should be considered andd taken
care off.

None

Better projectors

Improve Drinking Water Facility

Do improve administration as they don’t support a student especially head of administration is
quite mischievous

Nope

Overall good

no suggestions 👍 all good

All is good

It's good in most of the cases but porr in some

No everything is good n fine

Water cooler

No suggestions ,because none are implemented

1) Water filters are not of good quality.As you change the water filter near staff room you
should also change filters near class rooms .
2) Internet facility is not provided by.the college for student
3) Books in the library are not sufficient

No..!

Internship, trainings and placements are needed

There is no placements

Na

I want a hygienic and good food in canteen

There is a problem of water shortage every now and then in washrooms (specially girls).

No suggestion
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Create a college experience that not only focuses on academic achievement but also instills
essential life skills, encourages personal exploration, and fosters a strong sense of purpose to
add lasting value to students' lives.

Water supply in Girls washroom is not available or less available

All things are average

Canteen facility needs to be improved

The deceptiveness during examination should stop like using mobile and smart watch this
should be taken note of

College is actually very friendly but sometimes it felt like things can be much better if more
effort taken like in academic way all syllabus should be cover 15 days before and also
timetable of class test should provided at least 15 days early

More extra curricular activities involvement should be there, also the resume making seminar
should be conducted....their should be field visit to get the overall knowledge

Need more improvement in many area

Overall Facilities are not satisfied

There should be racks to keep books in the library because many books are lying outside and
dust accumulates on them.

•Water supply in Girls washroom is not available
•few faculties are baised and their treatment/behaviour is very rude.
• in the college premises , the college should provide the access of internet
• the unnecessary fine is added in the total fine , which should not be added as in the fees we
already pay for the lab. Charges , so it should not be added.

No suggestion

Mone

I already rated all of them.

Laboratory's apparatus number should be increase.

We should have short term learning courses which are now officially described by the
university; for example: medical writing, analytical laboratory handling or soft skill
development which can be conducted between peers too.

More social activities other than zest and Zenith would increase student interaction as theses
days juniors and seniors rarely interact.Camps, industry visits and trips with faculties should
also be encouraged.

Need for improvement in various areas
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Improve canteen faculties and library fine

In canteen
Needs concrit slap tin causes heat issues in summer

I think there should be atleast one medical professional on campus and a dedicated space
room for people who are not feeling well so they can take rest

All facility in college

Annual function will be well organised, such a day celebration first then function and dj night
for all students

Need to improve in conducting sports activities and canteen quality should be improved

Need of more attention towards placements and inturnship, Look for reducing fees structure,
Look for water availability in washroom, need for more disciplined schedule

....

Please improve canteen food quality and please play marathi Dj in annual function

Water is not available at all the time in the college so please take of it

Road and transportation facility

Can we organize more events in the college like in zenith happens

The drinking water should be clear and available
The classes should be painted and well maintained it will be good.

The NEW CLASS ROOM FOR 1ST YR IS GOOD BUT it has still less space for all students and
the old room is poor in condition so it has to be renovated like painted and Cleaning and add
new which were in the New class room 👍

Make the satisfactory availability of water.
Tere is a availability of the internet but we don't hav access of the internet.

The classes are small

Drinking water supply is horrible 

Improve Clean Water drinking facility, provide handwash in laboratories.

We in a professional course so dress code important for the college not expensive but simple
kurta for girls and shirt for boys...
One more our college are too good but only one ( road problem ) major problem ..

(1) The Book issuing system needs some changes as the single students keep on reissuing the
same book multiple times which makes it difficult for other students to take benefits of the
same book. The book issuing policies need some amendments.
(2) Due to unavailability of enough sports equipment students face difficulties in their overall
development.
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(3) Water supply in college campus is very irregular, many of the times there is no water
supplies in toilets which causes inconveniences to students.
(4) The college canteen needs some more additional options in segment of packed food items.
(5) Even after repeated requests for making college gym accessible for student use no needful
actions were taken.
(6) Quizzes, Debate compitition are suppose to be conducted not regularly but atleast
occasionally, so that the interest level of students can be maintained.
(7) Guest lectures to be conducted so that the motivation level of students can be boosted.
(8) The end semester clearance fine need to be controlled as there are some unnecessary
compulsory base amount charged which is inappropriate.
(9) After collecting a good amount of college fees(1,71,000), extra charges for small supplies
like icard should not be asked for.
(10) Recently it was being observed that due some mysterious reasons the question paper
were not make available to students on time and in one sessional examination papere were
not even printed.

Maintain the college and do something like education of entrepreneurship, skill development,
sports 🙏

1. R/O water machines were not working during peak summer heat.
2. All the desks and benches in the class were always covered with a layer of dirt.
3. Washrooms were very stinky not cleaned properly, the floor was constantly messy and dirty
with water on it thought the day.
4. Handwash in the washroom was not made available even after numerous grievances.
5. Sports amenities are very less.
6. There is no focus on extra curricular activities apart from Zeneth and Zest.
7. The college ground is often not available for the students to play.

1. R/O water machines were not working during peak summer heat.
2. All the desks and benches in the class were always covered with a layer of dirt.
3. Washrooms were very stinky not cleaned properly, the floor was constantly messy and dirty
with water on it thought the day.
4. Handwash in the washroom was not made available even after numerous grievances.
5. Sports amenities are very less.
6. There is no focus on extra curricular activities apart from Zenith and Zest.

Water availability in restrooms is not up to the mark.

Water availability in washrooms are not up to mark.

Our basis problem is there is no water in washroom and drinking water also very dirty there is
no extra programm or games session pls conduct some game session and extra activities

Drinking water

Good college

Water availability
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